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Supercritical flow in sediment bypass tunnels
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ABSTRACT: This paper deals with an experimental investigation of the mean and turbulence charac-
teristics of supercritical quasi-uniform and gradually varied open-channel flows over a transitional rough 
bed. These conditions are typical for sediment bypass tunnels. The results show that the log-law holds well 
in the inner region across the channel. The roughness shifts the velocity profiles downward by an amount 
of ∆U+. The velocity-dip phenomenon and strong secondary currents exist in the channel for narrow 
open-channel flow. These currents cause the Reynolds shear stress distributions to deviate from the linear 
distribution and an undulation on the transversal distribution of the bed shear stress, which matches with 
the bed abrasion pattern. The streamwise turbulence intensity profiles deviate from the semi-empirical 
universal function whereas the vertical turbulence intensity profiles fit well with it only at the centerline of 
the channel. A strong wall effect exists on the turbulence intensities in the outer region.

2 BACkgRound

The flow characteristics in an open-channel are 
important and necessary to be clarified in order 
to solve many hydraulic engineering problems, 
particularly channel erosion and deposition 
problems. over the past decades, various com-
prehensive researches have been carried out on 
mean and turbulence characteristics of  fully 
developed open-channel flow over smooth and 
rough beds to advance in the understanding of 
the mechanics of  turbulent flows and to quan-
tify important flow parameters (nikuradse 1933, 
kline et al. 1967, McQuivey & Richardson 1969, 
Blinco & Partheniades 1971, grass 1971). The 
boundary layer of  open-channel flow can be 
divided into inner and outer regions. The loga-
rithmic Prandtl-karman type velocity distribu-
tion known as ‘log-law’ exists in the inner region 
and may extend to the outer region (von kármán 
1930, Prandtl 1932, Schlichting 1979, nezu & 
nakagawa 1993) and its formula universally 
follows:

U z A z+ + += + >
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κ
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where U+ = U/u*, U is the mean velocity, u* is the 
friction velocity, z+ = zu*/υ, z is the distance from 
the wall, υ is the kinematic viscosity, κ is the von 
kármán constant and A is an integral constant. 
For transitionally and completely rough beds, 
the log-law includes the roughness shift ∆U+ in 
Equation 1, or the length scale represented by 

1 InTRoduCTIon

Sediment bypass tunnels are an effective measure 
to decrease the reservoir sedimentation by routing 
the sediments into the dam tailwater during floods. 
However, due to supercritical open-channel flow 
condition and extensive sediment transport, most 
sediment bypass tunnels worldwide are affected 
by hydro-abrasion of  the tunnel invert resulting 
in high annual maintenance costs (Vischer et al. 
1997, Sumi et al. 2004). To mitigate the hydro-
abrasion problem, a research project was initiated 
at the Laboratory of  Hydraulics, Hydrology and 
glaciology (VAW) of  ETH Zurich. The main goal 
of  the project is to establish general design criteria 
for optimal hydraulic conditions where sediment 
depositions in the tunnel are avoided and result-
ing abrasion damages are kept at a minimum. 
To achieve the goals, in this project, we investi-
gate: (1) mean and turbulence characteristics of 
a supercritical turbulent open-channel flow at 
high Froude numbers (clear water experiments); 
(2) the sediment transport modes i.e. rolling, slid-
ing, saltating, or suspension under different flow 
conditions; and (3) the relationship between the 
particle transport modes and rates, and the bed 
abrasion depth. This paper deals with the first 
part of  the project by presenting a part of  the 
results of  the experimental investigation on the 
flow characteristics of  quasi-uniform and gradu-
ally varied turbulent open-channel flows over 
transitionally rough boundary at high Froude 
numbers. The following literature review focusses 
only on this topic.
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nikuradse’s equivalent sand roughness height ks 
and follows as respectively:
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where z0 is the zero-velocity level from the chan-
nel bed, B is an integral constant. For a completely 
rough bed B = 8.5 ± 15% (Cardoso et al. 1989) or 
8.47 ± 0.90 (kironoto & graf 1994) and for smooth 
and transitionally rough beds, B is the function of 
ks

+ = ks u*/υ, called ‘roughness Reynolds number’. 
The boundary regimes are classified using ks

+ and 
the relationships between z0 and ks (nikuradse 
1932, Schlichting 1979, duan 2004) are given as:
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The universality of κ = 0.41 ± 5% is verified 
by many investigations for steady fully developed 
closed- and open-channel flows over smooth, 
rough and even movable beds irrespective of 
 Reynolds and Froude numbers (Coles 1956, 
Schlichting 1979, Cardoso et al. 1989, Tominaga & 
nezu (1992), nezu & nakagawa 1993, Prinos & 
Zeris 1995, kirkgoz & Ardiclioglu 1997).

In a long straight uniform river or  open-channel 
section secondary currents of  Prandtl’s second 
kind driven by turbulence anisotropy exist and 
their strength and influence depends on the aspect 
ratio of  the channel width b to water depth h. 
These large-scale streamwise vortical structures 
create zones of  alternating up- and down-flows 
resulting in increased bed shear stresses in the 
down flow regions compared to neighboring 
upflow regions and redistribute Reynolds stress 
and turbulence intensities in relation to the bed 
shear stresses across the channel (Einstein & 
Li 1958, nezu & Rodi 1985, nezu & nakagawa 
1993,  Rodrigues & garcia 2008, Albayrak & 

Lemmin 2011). Thus, they  contribute to sedi-
ment transport near the channel bed and change 
the channel bed form.  Furthermore, in narrow 
open-channels with the aspect ratio < 5 the maxi-
mum velocity occurs just below the water sur-
face due to the strong secondary currents, that is 
called  ‘velocity dip-phenomenon’ (Rajaratnam & 
 Muralidhar 1969, nezu & Rodi 1985). In wide 
open-channels with aspect ratios b/h > 5, the sec-
ondary currents effect on the flow is still strong 
close to side-walls, but it weakens at the central 
zone and hence 2d flow is established (nezu & 
nakagawa 1993, Albayrak & Lemmin 2011).

From the available literature data and the con-
clusions drawn above it is evident that a lack of 
knowledge exists for mean and turbulence flow 
measurements at high Froude numbers for both 
uniform and non-uniform open-channel flows con-
sidering the effect of 2d and 3d flow structures. 
Therefore, in this study we investigate velocity 
and turbulence distributions in both steady quasi-
uniform and gradually varied open-channel super-
critical flows over a transitionally rough bed with 
the effect of aspect ratios. The goal of this experi-
mental study is to measure the instantaneous and 
mean streamwise and vertical flow velocities across 
the channel and to obtain the spanwise bed shear 
stress, Reynolds shear stress and turbulence intensi-
ties distribution for typical flow conditions existing 
in sediment bypass tunnels at different flow depths. 
Additionally, as an example, first results from the 
bed abrasion experiments will be presented and 
compared with the present findings.

3 ExPERIMEnTAL SETuP  
And HydRAuLIC CondITIonS

3.1 Hydraulic model

The experiments were conducted in a b = 0.30 m 
wide, 0.50 m high and 13.50 m long glass- and 
PVC-sided tilting laboratory channel (Fig. 1a). The 
channel bed was concrete lined and the bed slope 
was Sb = 0.01 for all experiments. The discharge Q 
was regulated with a magnetic flow-meter with an 
uncertainty of ± 0.5% and transferred from pres-
surized to supercritical free-surface flow using a 
jetbox (Schwalt & Hager 1992). The approach flow 
depth ho at the jetbox was regulated with a gate. 
The flow depths h along the channel were meas-
ured with four ultrasonic distance Sensors (udS) 
with an accuracy of ± 0.5 mm and verified by 
point gauge measurements with an accuracy of ± 
0.2 mm. Velocity measurements were carried out 
at x = 6.40 m downstream of the jetbox. A typical 
velocity profile in an open channel flow is shown 
in Figure 1b.
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3.2 Test program

Two of nine test runs are presented herein. These 
tests were conducted at the approach flow Froude 
numbers, Fo = 2 and 4 at the jet-box and coded as 
F2 and F4, respectively. The flow depth ho was 
equal to 100 mm corresponding to the jet-box 
gate opening. The approach flow velocity Uo was 
obtained by the continuity equation Uo = Q/(hob). 
The flow was fully developed and quasi-uniform 
for F2 and gradually varied for F4.

By using a 2d-LdA system FlowLite from 
dantec dynamics, data were collected for dura-
tion of  30 seconds at a frequency up to 1000 Hz 
at each of  the 22 vertical profiles (Fig.1b) across 
the entire flume. Every vertical profile consisted 
to 24 measuring points resulting in a total of 
528 measuring points per test run. Herein, five 
decisive vertical profiles at five traverse locations, 
y/b = 0.14, 0.33, 0.50, 0.66, 0.85, coded P1 to 
P5 are presented. note that P3 is presenting the 
centerline.

The Froude F and the Reynolds numbers R, the 
water depth h, the mean cross-sectional velocity 
U and the maximum velocity Umax and the aspect 
ratio at x = 6.40 m downstream of the jetbox for 
the test runs are presented in Table 1.

3.3 Bed roughness

A detailed surface scan using a distance laser 
device was made at a 1.0 m long section in the 
measurement section, resulting in a scanned area 
of 300’000 mm2 with 764 scanned measuring 
points. The mean value of the measured flume bed 
roughness heights is k = 0.2 mm.

Furthermore, two methods were applied to 
determine the equivalent sand roughness height 
ks. Firstly, ks1 = 0.20 mm is obtained using a 
 backwater-curve calculation. Secondly, ks was 
determined using the log-law formula (Equations 4 
and 6). The average values of all vertical profiles 
are ks2 = 0.3 mm for F2 and 0.2 mm for F4. one 
can conclude that the real roughness height k and 
the calculated equivalent sand roughness heights 
ks1 and ks2 agree well.

3.4 Friction velocity and bed shear stress

To investigate the near-wall turbulence and to 
characterize sediment motion over a flume bed, 
it is important to evaluate the friction velocity u∗  
which is determined by applying two methods: (1) 
u*l from the log-law (Equation 4) and (2) u*r using 
the Reynolds shear stress distribution  (Equation 8). 
According to nezu and nakagawa (1993) the 
 Reynolds shear stress is the averaged product of 
the streamwise and vertical fluctuating velocities in 
a uniform open-channel flow and follows:

− = −





∗

u w
u

z
hr

′ ′
2 1  (8)

The bed shear stress is obtained from the 
following:

τ ρb ru= *
2  (9)

In the data analysis, the friction velocity obtained 
from the second method u*r is used. In Table 1, U*l 
and U*r are the cross-sectional averaged values of 
the friction velocities, u*l and u*r, respectively. The 
values are in a reasonable agreement.

Figure 1. (a) Experimental setup and (b) typical veloc-
ity profile in an open channel flow.

Table 1. Hydraulic parameters for the 
experiments.

Test no. F2 F4

ho (m) 0.100 0.100
h (m) 0.106 0.117
b/h 2.8 2.6
Uo (m/s) 1.98 3.97
U (*) (m/s) 1.98 3.53
Umax (*) (m/s) 2.25 4.12
U*l (m/s) 0.102 0.162
U*r (m/s) 0.086 0.168
Fo 2 4
F 1.8 3.2
R (105) 4.7 8.9
ks

+ 34 34

(*) measured values at x = 6.40 m.
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4 ExPERIMEnTAL RESuLTS  
And dISCuSSIonS

4.1 Mean velocity profiles related to secondary 
currents and dip-phenomena

Figure 2 shows the mean streamwise velocity 
profiles P1 to P5 for F2 and F4 in inner variables 
together with the log-law fits developed from the 
measurements. In this figure, for each profile the 
zero axis where U+ = 0 is shifted upwards by 5 and 
the relative position, δ of  the maximum velocity, 
Umax is indicated by arrow. The von kármán con-
stant κ  is 0.41 and remains the same as subcritical 
flow and the integral constant, A is taken as 5.29. 
In the wall region, the log-law (Equation 2) fits well 
with the experimental data not only in the center-
line but also in the transversal locations. The aspect 
ratios for F2 and F4 are 2.8 and 2.6,  respectively. 

According to nezu and nakagawa (1993) the 
transition from a 3d to 2d flow pattern occurs at 
b/h > αc, with αc = 5. Therefore, in the present case, 
the flow is three-dimensional. In Figures 2a & b the 
velocity dip phenomenon is clearly visible; maxi-
mum flow velocities do not develop close to the 
free surface, but at some distance below. The influ-
ence of the side wall frictions is evident, resulting 
in a 3d-flow pattern.

Particularly, the vertical positions of the maxi-
mum velocity in the transversal direction are not 
exactly symmetrical for F2 (compare F2-P1 and 
F2-P5 as an example) while it is symmetrical for 
F4. This asymmetry may be related to the effect 
of the different side walls i.e. glass wall at the right 
side and PVC wall at the left side or some other 
irregularity on the channel bed.

Figure 3 shows the velocity shift ∆U+ as a func-
tion of  roughness Reynolds number ks

+ for F2 
and F4 and compares them with the data from 
Schultz and Flack (2007) including Colebrook 
(1939), nikuradse (1933) and Shockling et al. 
(2006). note that κ, the integral constant, A and 
the relative roughness height in the present data 
are different than those found in the compared 
data. While the superpipe and Schultz and Flack 
data (2007) do not display the Colebrook-type 
monotonic behavior of  the roughness function 
in the transitional regime, the present data clearly 
follow it and largely deviate from the nikuradse-
type behavior. At high ks

+, the flow reaches the 
fully rough regime which agrees well with the 
compared data.

In the outer region of the boundary layer, the 
standard log-law should be adjusted by adding a 
wake function introduced by Coles (1956) instead 
of adjusting κ  and A. Hence, the formula for the 

Figure 2. Mean streamwise velocity profiles in inner 
variables, together with the log-law fittings for F2 (a) and 
F4 (b).

Figure 3. Velocity shift ∆U+ of the present data F2 and 
F4 and literature data as function of ks

+.
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velocity defect law including the Cole’s wake func-
tion can be presented as:

U U z z
m
+ +− = − 



 + 





1 2
2

2

κ δ κ
π
δ

ln cosΠ  (10)

in which, δ is the distance from the bed to the max-
imum velocity Umax (Fig. 1b) and Um

+ = Umax/u*.
Figures 4a & b show the outer-scaled mean 

velocity profiles in the velocity defect form for F2 
and F4, respectively. no fitting of Equation 10 to 
the data is made since it is not our main focus in 
this study. The mean velocity profiles in the outer 
region are independent of ks

+ and the transversal 
position, and collapse well for F2 while they are 
slightly scattered for F4 meaning that the surface 
roughness affect the velocity profiles only in the 
inner region. Close to the water surface, the veloc-
ity profiles for F2 deviate from each other showing 
an asymmetrical behavior due to different wall fric-
tions whereas it is not so clear for F4.

4.2 Reynolds shear stress

Figure 5 show the Reynolds shear stress profiles 
normalized with the squared local friction veloc-
ity for F2 (a) and F4 (b) in outer scaling, together 
with the predictions from Equation 8. Most of 
the turbulence generation occurs on the edge of 

the inner region as seen in Figures 5a & b and the 
normalized Reynolds shear stress attain the maxi-
mum value between z/h = 0.1 and 0.2. on the one 
hand, the Reynolds shear stress distributions devi-
ate from the expected linear trend (Equation 8) 
between the flume bed and the water surface, 
irrespective of Reynolds and Froude numbers, 
and the traverse positions. This deviation is asso-
ciated with the secondary currents (3d flow). In 
the free surface region, the values of normalized 
Reynolds shear stress are negative for both F2 and 
F4. This is because dU/dz is also negative. on the 
other hand, the profiles approximately follow the 
linear trend when scaled with δm which is the aver-
age of the vertical positions δ of  the maximum 
velocities (see δm/h = 1 in Fig. 5). The data collapse 
well for F2 while they deviate slightly for F4 being 
high at the centerline and low at the side wall due 

Figure 4. Mean velocity profiles in velocity defect form 
for F2 (a) and F4 (b).

Figure 5. normalized Reynolds shear stress profiles for 
F2 (a) and F4 (b).
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to the much pronounced secondary current effect. 
 Furthermore, the Reynolds shear stress distribu-
tion is rather concave than convex at the side walls 
due to the up flows. For all profiles, the damping 
effect of the water surface i.e. surface waviness on 
the  Reynolds shear in the outer region is evident.

4.3 Turbulence intensities

The turbulence intensities in the streamwise and 
vertical direction, urms and wrms denote root-mean-
square values of the fluctuating component of the 
velocities, u’ and w’, respectively.

Figure 6 show the distribution of the stream-
wise turbulence intensity normalized by the local 
 friction velocity urms/u*r versus the relative water 
depth, z/h for F2 and F4 together with the  universal 
function proposed by nezu and nakagawa (1993). 
The proposed function is:

u u erms r
z h

∗
−= 2 3. ( / ) (11)

The agreement between the present data and 
Equation 11 are reasonable up to around z/h = 0.5, 
but still the measured streamwise turbulence inten-
sity is slightly lower due to the roughness effect. 
A better fit can be obtained by adjusting the con-
stants in the function.

The most striking feature seen in Figure 6 is that 
the maximum streamwise turbulence intensity occurs 
very close to the bed and then decreases gradually 
with z/h which agrees well with the previous open 
channel data and the Equation 11. However, above 
z/h = 0.6 for F2 and 0.5 for F4, the streamwise turbu-
lence intensity strongly deviate from Equation 11 and 
increases due to corner vortices at the side walls.

Figure 7 shows the relative vertical  turbulence 
intensity profiles wrms/u r*  at five transversal 

Figure 6. Relative streamwise turbulence intensity pro-
files for F2 (a) and F4 (b).

Figure 7. Relative vertical turbulence intensity profiles 
for F2 (a) and F4 (b).
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 positions for F2 (a) and F4 (b) together with the 
universal function for the vertical turbulence inten-
sity distribution proposed by nezu and nakagawa 
(1993). The proposed function is:

w u erms r
z h

∗
−= 1 27. ( / )  (12)

Contrary to the streamwise turbulence intensi-
ties, the relative vertical turbulence intensity pro-
files fit well with Equation 12 for both tests at the 
centerline over the whole water depth suggesting 
a non-clear influence of the aspect ratio and sec-
ondary currents, which agree well with the data in 
the literature (nezu 1977). However, similar to the 
streamwise turbulence intensity, the profiles at the 
transversal positions of y/h = 0.14, 0.33, 0.66 and 
0.85 begin to deviate from Equation 12 around 
z/h = 0.6 for F2 and z/h = 0.5 for F4 up to the water 
surface caused by strong vertical velocities due to 
strong corner vortices. damping of water surface 
on the turbulence intensities similar to Reynolds 
shear stress are clear in Figures 6 & 7.

5 PRACTICAL APPLICATIon  
oF THE FIndIngS

As described in the introduction, the bed abra-
sion due to high bed load transport in sediment 
bypass tunnels is a common problem. In order to 
mitigate this problem, the mean and instantaneous 
flow patterns, flow turbulence characteristics and 
importantly bed shear stress distribution across the 
channel have to be well clarified and quantified in 
a first step. Especially, the bed shear stress is the 
most influencing and governing parameter on the 
bed load transport calculations, sediment motions 
i.e. sliding, rolling and saltation, and the resulting 
bed abrasion pattern. Therefore, as an example of 
a practical engineering application of the present 
finding, the normalized bed shear distributions 
across the channel and the bed abrasion patterns 
obtained from the bed abrasion experiments (the 
third part of this research project, see introduction) 
are presented in Figure 8 for both test runs. The bed 
abrasion experiments were carried out with a mean 
grain size of 11 mm and 800 g/s sediment supply 
rate for Fo = 2 and 4 with a duration of 1.5 hours. 
In these experiments, the channel bed was covered 
with a weak mortar with the following parameters:

− Sand/cement ratio: 15:1
− Water/cement ratio: 0.6
− 1 mm grain size uniform sand
− Mean compression strength: 4.0 MPa
− Mean flexural tension: 0.6 MPa

Firstly, the bed abrasion pattern matches well 
with the bed shear stress distribution across the 

channel (Figures 8a & b). Close to the channel 
walls, the bed shear stress is about 20% higher 
than the cross-sectional averaged bed shear stress 
while it is approximately equal to the averaged 
bed shear stress at the center of the channel. The 
higher the bed shear stress, the higher the bed 
abrasion. The corner vortices at the channel bed 
which are different from the surface corner vor-
tices cause even higher sediment transport from 
the bed and create two eroded channels at the side 
walls (Figures 8a & b). Secondly, the effect of the 
Froude number is obvious as the bed shear stress is 
almost 60% higher for F4 than for F2. Hence, the 
bed abrasion is much higher for F4.

6 ConCLuSIonS

Extensive and systematic experimental 2d-LdA 
velocity measurements were conducted in super-
critical steady quasi-uniform and gradually varied 
open channel flows over a transitionally rough-bed. 
Previous studies documented the flow structures in 
a range of Froude numbers, aspect ratios and bed 
roughness. In this study, the measurements were 
made to cover even high Froude numbers up to 
F = 4, which is typical for some sediment bypass 
tunnels and has not been much studied yet (Auel 
and Boes 2011, 2012). 

Streamwise velocity profiles were analyzed at 
five different transversal positions for the Froude 
numbers of 2 and 4. The results show that the 
log law still holds in the inner region (y/h ≤ 0.2) 
across the channel even at high Froude numbers 
and gradually varied open-channel flow. The flow 
regime is transitionally rough and an increasing 

Figure 8. Bed abrasion patterns (Pletscher 2013) and 
corresponding bed shear stress distributions across the 
channel for F2 (a) and F4 (b).
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roughness Reynolds number causes an increase 
in the downward shift in the overlap region of the 
velocity profiles. The roughness function follows 
rather the Colebrook-type monotonic behavior 
than the nikuradse-type behavior.

The velocity dip phenomenon, i.e. the down-
ward shift of the maximum velocity from the water 
surface, occurred in both experiments as expected 
for the aspect ratios smaller than 4 to 5. Maximum 
velocities were observed at relative flow depths 
of around z/h ≈ 0.6 indicating that the outer flow 
region is affected by secondary currents. Although 
the velocity profiles collapse well in the outer 
region, they still need a wake correction.

As seen in the mean velocity profiles, secondary 
currents evidently change the distribution of the 
Reynolds shear stress, the turbulence intensities in 
the water column and across the channel. Hence, 
the undulation of the bed shear stress in the span-
wise direction is directly associated with the exist-
ence of the secondary currents with strong bottom 
vortices at the side walls. This spanwise variation of 
the bed shear stress influences sediment transport 
and contribute to the formation of bed forms as 
observed in the bed abrasion experiments. There-
fore, optimization of the hydraulic conditions in a 
bypass tunnel may help to mitigate bed abrasion.

To summarize, our results yield an important 
step towards the understanding of the mean and 
turbulence characteristics of a supercritical open 
channel flow over a transitionally rough bed and 
the interaction between the flow, sediment trans-
port and bed abrasion. The follow-up study will 
focus on: (1) the flow characteristics of a wide 
open channel in a range of Froude numbers from 2 
up to 8, (2) sediment transport modes of different 
size of particles and (3) their abrasion potential on 
the different bed materials and their interrelations.
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